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Knight forks - simple to complex (part 3)
This is the third section on Knight
forks. Continuing the theme from
Bruce Pandolfini's excellent series at
Chess Cafe (www.chesscafe.com).
Last time we saw how DEFLECTION
can be used to lure your opponents
pieces on squares where you use your
Knight to deliver a fork. This theme
is continued here - you have to work
to force your opponent to lose!
Look at position (a) How does White
win. This is a neat puzzle as it involves
two forks with different men. If you
are stuck then work out on which
squares the Knight could fork the
Black Queen and King.

(a)

(b)
Look at position (b) this is similar to
position (a) so if you could create that
earlier position you would win. How
can you do that?

(c)

Look at position (c). Another problem
that involves forks with two pieces by
White. Can you see how to win?

(d)
Now to position (d). Believe it or not
White actually has a checkmate
possibility. If you could put the White
Knight anywhere on the board where
would it be? Can you reach that by
creating some threats?

Knight Fork Problems (answers are HERE)
This month's problems - Novice
Problem N33
Problem N34

N33 (a) White play and win the black
bishop
(b) If Black to play what is the best
move?

N34 (a) White play and win the black
bishop and the game
(b) If Black to play what is the
best move?

This month's problems - Intermediate
Problem I33
Problem I34

I 33 (a) White play and win
(b) If Black to play what is the best
move?

I34 (a) White played his move and
Black resigned - what was the move
and why was it so strong
(b) If it were Black's move what
would you play?

Solutions to last month's problems - Novice
Problem N31
Problem N32

N31 (a) White to play and checkmate
in 2 moves
(b) Black to play and checkmate in 2
moves
Answer:
(a) White plays
1. Qxh8+ Kxh8
2. Rxh8#
(b) Black could try
1. ....
Qb1+
2. Rxb1 Nc2#
A smothered mate!

N32 How does White play and win?
(for a hint look at the section above
on knight forks)
Answer:
White plays
1. Rc4+
and if
2. .... Rxc4
3. Nxc4 Bxc4
4. b8(=Q) and wins
while if
1...... Bxc4
2. Nc2+ which forks the R which is
taken next move followed by b8(=Q)
and Black wins.

Solutions to last month's problems - Intermediate
Problem I31
Problem I32

I31 Should White play 1. Rxc1 or is
there a better move?

I32 Black to play and win a piece

Answer:
White ignores the rook and plays a
series of forcing moves to deliver
mate involving a final double check
1. Qh7+ Kf8
2. Qh8+ Ke7
3. Nf5+ exf5
4. Bc5#

Answer:
Black plays

Note that both checking pieces the B

1. .... Nc3
2. Rf2 g3
and if
3. Bxg3 Rxf2
4. Kxf2 (if Qxf2 then Black plays
Qxe2 or Nxe2 to win the B)
4. .... Rf8+ and Black will again
win the B

Answers to Knight Fork Problems (return to Problems
HERE)
PROBLEM (a)
White plays
1. d4+ which forks the Black King
and Queen. If Black plays
1. .... Kxd4 then
2. Ne6+ forks the K and Q.

and If Black plays
1. .... Qxd4 then
2. Nc6+ forks the K and Q.
This will leave White with K and P
versus K and the pawn with good
play will queen.

PROBLEM (b)
White plays
1. Rxc4 and pins the Q to the K
1. .... Qxc4 (best) and now the
position with White to move is
exactly the same as in position
(a)
PROBLEM (d)

If the White N was on f5 it would
be checkmate. So how to get
there?
1. Ne3 (threatens the Black
bishop). If Black plays

PROBLEM (c)
This time the B and N produce the
2 forks needed to set up a winning
position. So the first step is to
force the K and Q to squares
where the N can deliver a fork.
1. Bf7+
and if
1. .... Kxf7
2 Ne5 wins the Q
While if
1. .... Qxf7
2 Nd6 wins the Q
You then need to count how many
squares the pawn needs to reach
b8 and if the Black King can reach
that square in the same number. If
yes then White uses the King along
the a file to protect pawn as it
moves along the b file

1. .... Bf3 (to protect d1-h5
diagonal then
2. Nf5#
and if
1. .... Bc2 (to protect b1-h7
diagonal then not Nxc2 but
2. Ng4#
Note that it is possible to mate
with just K, B and N versus lone
K (or K+P) but it takes a lot of
moves.

